
No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ/HONY LT PRABHATH KUMAR PT is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

1 CCN/IMA/1 SUB MAJ/HONY LT PRABHATH KUMAR PT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Pratheesan CM is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

2 CCN/IMA/2 Subedar Pratheesan CM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony Sub Maj Anil Kumar T is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

3 CCN/IMA/3 Hony Sub Maj Anil Kumar T 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub (SKT) Arun Raj PV is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

4 CCN/IMA/4 Nb Sub (SKT) Arun Raj PV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHSWA RAMADASAN P C is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

5 CCN/IMA/5 CHSWA RAMADASAN P C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Anilkumar B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

6 CCN/IMA/6 Sub Maj Anilkumar B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Alaxander George is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

7 CCN/IMA/7 Sub Alaxander George 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Binoy DS is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

8 CCN/IMA/8 JWO Binoy DS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Hassankunju M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

9 CCN/IMA/9 Sub Hassankunju M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub R Sreekumar is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

10 CCN/IMA/10 Sub R Sreekumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. H/Sub Maj Asharaf M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

11 CCN/IMA/11 H/Sub Maj Asharaf M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. H/Capt C Induraj is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

12 CCN/IMA/12 H/Capt C Induraj 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Sureshkumar S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

13 CCN/IMA/13 Sub Maj Sureshkumar S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. H Lt Asokkumar M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

14 CCN/IMA/14 H Lt Asokkumar M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Jayaprakash P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

15 CCN/IMA/15 Sub Jayaprakash P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Muhammadkunj P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

16 CCN/IMA/16 Sub Muhammadkunj P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Muraleedharan G is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

17 CCN/IMA/17 Sub Muraleedharan G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Shajahan K is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

18 CCN/IMA/18 Sub Shajahan K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Prakash P is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

19 CCN/IMA/19 Sub Prakash P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Premjith RI is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

20 CCN/IMA/20 Nb Sub Premjith RI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Balachandran K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

21 CCN/IMA/21 Sub Balachandran K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Manoj PK is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

22 CCN/IMA/22 Sub Manoj PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB Sub Thomas Tharakan is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

23 CCN/IMA/23 NB Sub Thomas Tharakan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Vijayadharan N is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

24 CCN/IMA/24 Sub Maj Vijayadharan N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Prasannan Pillai K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

25 CCN/IMA/25 Sub Prasannan Pillai K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Sureshbabu P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

26 CCN/IMA/26 Sub Maj Sureshbabu P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Mahadevan Pillai M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

27 CCN/IMA/27 Sub Mahadevan Pillai M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj  Subhash Kumar P is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

28 CCN/IMA/28 Sub Maj  Subhash Kumar P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony Capt. Shahjahan is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

29 CCN/IMA/29 Hony Capt. Shahjahan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub  Girish R is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

30 CCN/IMA/30 Sub  Girish R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Mohanan Pillai G is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

31 CCN/IMA/31 JWO Mohanan Pillai G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHA(AH) PR Sivaprasad is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

32 CCN/IMA/32 CHA(AH) PR Sivaprasad 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHAA(W) SANTHOSH KUMAR PS is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

33 CCN/IMA/33 CHAA(W) SANTHOSH KUMAR PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHEA(P) RINSON FRANCIS is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

34 CCN/IMA/34 CHEA(P) RINSON FRANCIS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHEAAR GIBU GEORGE is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

35 CCN/IMA/35 CHEAAR GIBU GEORGE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHEL(P) ALEEF A ASSEES is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

36 CCN/IMA/36 CHEL(P) ALEEF A ASSEES 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHELA Nevin S Babu is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

37 CCN/IMA/37 CHELA Nevin S Babu 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHIEFMECH MKS Nair is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

38 CCN/IMA/38 CHIEFMECH MKS Nair 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHME MATHEW CO is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

39 CCN/IMA/39 CHME MATHEW CO 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHME JENCY N THOMAS is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

40 CCN/IMA/40 CHME JENCY N THOMAS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

17.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO Pappu Abraham is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

41 CCN/IMA/41 CPO Pappu Abraham 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO MILTON ANTONY PK is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

42 CCN/IMA/42 CPO MILTON ANTONY PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO M P HIRANKUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

43 CCN/IMA/43 CPO M P HIRANKUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO COM(EW) PRADEEP MG is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

44 CCN/IMA/44 CPO COM(EW) PRADEEP MG 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO M R CHANDRA MOHAN is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

45 CCN/IMA/45 CPO M R CHANDRA MOHAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO Thampi VP is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

46 CCN/IMA/46 CPO Thampi VP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO Revins Paul is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

47 CCN/IMA/47 CPO Revins Paul 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO NIMESH B is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

48 CCN/IMA/48 CPO NIMESH B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO MAHESH LM is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

49 CCN/IMA/49 CPO MAHESH LM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO SUJITH PS is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

50 CCN/IMA/50 CPO SUJITH PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO RAVIPRAKASH VB is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

51 CCN/IMA/51 CPO RAVIPRAKASH VB 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO Harikumar SV is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

52 CCN/IMA/52 CPO Harikumar SV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO ABHILASH.K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

53 CCN/IMA/53 CPO ABHILASH.K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO KRISHNAKUMAR P is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

54 CCN/IMA/54 CPO KRISHNAKUMAR P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO N UNNIKRISHNAN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

55 CCN/IMA/55 CPO N UNNIKRISHNAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO P RAMESHBABU is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

56 CCN/IMA/56 CPO P RAMESHBABU 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO US SREEJITH S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

57 CCN/IMA/57 CPO US SREEJITH S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO AFMT ANILKUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

58 CCN/IMA/58 CPO AFMT ANILKUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO LOG Suresh Babu PS is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

59 CCN/IMA/59 CPO LOG Suresh Babu PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPOAF GOPARAJ P R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

60 CCN/IMA/60 CPOAF GOPARAJ P R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY SUB MAJ MURALEEDHARAN V is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

61 CCN/IMA/61 HONY SUB MAJ MURALEEDHARAN V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY CAPT Suresh Kumar is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

62 CCN/IMA/62 HONY CAPT Suresh Kumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY CAPT Ananthakrishnan K is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

63 CCN/IMA/63 HONY CAPT Ananthakrishnan K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY SB MAJ THANKACHAN KT is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

64 CCN/IMA/64 HONY SB MAJ THANKACHAN KT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony SUB LT Baburaj P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

65 CCN/IMA/65 Hony SUB LT Baburaj P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY SUB MAJ Benny MC is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

66 CCN/IMA/66 HONY SUB MAJ Benny MC 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY SUB MAJ MURALEEDHARAN. R is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

67 CCN/IMA/67 HONY SUB MAJ MURALEEDHARAN. R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HONY SUB MAJ  SURESH KUMAR B is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

68 CCN/IMA/68 HONY SUB MAJ  SURESH KUMAR B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Ammandiyil Varghese Yeldo is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

69 CCN/IMA/69 JWO Ammandiyil Varghese Yeldo 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO VR ARAVINDAKSHA MENON is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

70 CCN/IMA/70 JWO VR ARAVINDAKSHA MENON 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO CHANDRAPRASAD K S is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

71 CCN/IMA/71 JWO CHANDRAPRASAD K S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO John MA is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

72 CCN/IMA/72 JWO John MA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO JOSE JOHNSON is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

73 CCN/IMA/73 JWO JOSE JOHNSON 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO K SETHUMADHAVAN is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

74 CCN/IMA/74 JWO K SETHUMADHAVAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO KP ROBY is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

75 CCN/IMA/75 JWO KP ROBY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Martin C John is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

76 CCN/IMA/76 JWO Martin C John 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Thomas Pereira is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

77 CCN/IMA/77 JWO Thomas Pereira 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO SHYAM G is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

78 CCN/IMA/78 JWO SHYAM G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Surendran Nair VK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

79 CCN/IMA/79 JWO Surendran Nair VK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO JOJI P MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

80 CCN/IMA/80 JWO JOJI P MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

18.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO MEERAN M M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

81 CCN/IMA/81 JWO MEERAN M M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Baby Francis is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

82 CCN/IMA/82 JWO Baby Francis 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO MP Bijuraj is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

83 CCN/IMA/83 JWO MP Bijuraj 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Anoop Jophy KA is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

84 CCN/IMA/84 JWO Anoop Jophy KA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Gopalakrishnan N is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

85 CCN/IMA/85 JWO Gopalakrishnan N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Charles Baby Thomas is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

86 CCN/IMA/86 JWO Charles Baby Thomas 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO KK Rajan is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

87 CCN/IMA/87 JWO KK Rajan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Subramanian VK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

88 CCN/IMA/88 JWO Subramanian VK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO PK Assis is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

89 CCN/IMA/89 JWO PK Assis 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Dinachandran NP is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

90 CCN/IMA/90 JWO Dinachandran NP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Vadassery Korath Biju is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

91 CCN/IMA/91 JWO Vadassery Korath Biju 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Raphy Lonappan Anchery is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

92 CCN/IMA/92 JWO Raphy Lonappan Anchery 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO VM Unnikrishnan is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

93 CCN/IMA/93 JWO VM Unnikrishnan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Mohanan P is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

94 CCN/IMA/94 JWO Mohanan P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO PRAJEESHKUMAR PP is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

95 CCN/IMA/95 JWO PRAJEESHKUMAR PP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO SIJU JOHN is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

96 CCN/IMA/96 JWO SIJU JOHN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO JOSE JOHN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

97 CCN/IMA/97 JWO JOSE JOHN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO JAYARAJA SARMA is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

98 CCN/IMA/98 JWO JAYARAJA SARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO JOSE JACOB is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

99 CCN/IMA/99 JWO JOSE JACOB 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO KV Mukundan is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

100 CCN/IMA/100 JWO KV Mukundan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO THOMAS GEORGE SHIBU is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

101 CCN/IMA/101 JWO THOMAS GEORGE SHIBU 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO SIVARAMAKRISHNAN is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

102 CCN/IMA/102 JWO SIVARAMAKRISHNAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO SAJI VARGHESE is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

103 CCN/IMA/103 JWO SAJI VARGHESE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO VISWAMANY P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

104 CCN/IMA/104 JWO VISWAMANY P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Joseph Cherian is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

105 CCN/IMA/105 JWO Joseph Cherian 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Prasanna Kumar R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

106 CCN/IMA/106 JWO Prasanna Kumar R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCMECH (AR)JESTTY AUGUSTINE is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

107 CCN/IMA/107 MCMECH (AR)JESTTY AUGUSTINE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCEA II Sanoj PG is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

108 CCN/IMA/108 MCEA II Sanoj PG 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCEAA(R)-II AJI M PULIKEEZH (JCO) is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

109 CCN/IMA/109 MCEAA(R)-II AJI M PULIKEEZH (JCO) 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCEAP II AJIS K JAMES is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

110 CCN/IMA/110 MCEAP II AJIS K JAMES 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCEAR I SATHEESH.M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

111 CCN/IMA/111 MCEAR I SATHEESH.M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCELAR-II JACOB SAMUEL is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

112 CCN/IMA/112 MCELAR-II JACOB SAMUEL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCERA-I Poulose K K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

113 CCN/IMA/113 MCERA-I Poulose K K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCMECH(R)II VINCENT E A is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

114 CCN/IMA/114 MCMECH(R)II VINCENT E A 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCPO Jayan is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

115 CCN/IMA/115 MCPO Jayan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MWO Davis Mathew T is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

116 CCN/IMA/116 MWO Davis Mathew T 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Naib-Subedar Nb Sub Pradeep is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

117 CCN/IMA/117 Naib-Subedar Nb Sub Pradeep 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB MANOJ. K. SEKHAR is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

118 CCN/IMA/118 NB SUB MANOJ. K. SEKHAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Shaji KK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

119 CCN/IMA/119 NB SUB Shaji KK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb SUB Thomson T P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

120 CCN/IMA/120 Nb SUB Thomson T P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

19.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB SHAJUMON T J is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

121 CCN/IMA/121 NB SUB SHAJUMON T J 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Biju is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

122 CCN/IMA/122 NB SUB Biju 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb SUB Raju KN is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

123 CCN/IMA/123 Nb SUB Raju KN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Ramesh Kumar S is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

124 CCN/IMA/124 NB SUB Ramesh Kumar S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Rahul Jose P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

125 CCN/IMA/125 NB SUB Rahul Jose P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB SANTHOSH KUMAR S is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

126 CCN/IMA/126 NB SUB SANTHOSH KUMAR S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB SREERAJ P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

127 CCN/IMA/127 NB SUB SREERAJ P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB TACLAS VR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

128 CCN/IMA/128 NB SUB TACLAS VR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB JOSEPH XAVIER is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

129 CCN/IMA/129 NB SUB JOSEPH XAVIER 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Krishnakumar PK is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

130 CCN/IMA/130 NB SUB Krishnakumar PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB KISHOR KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

131 CCN/IMA/131 NB SUB KISHOR KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB PANKAJAKSHAN. G is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

132 CCN/IMA/132 NB SUB PANKAJAKSHAN. G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB EK HARIDAS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

133 CCN/IMA/133 NB SUB EK HARIDAS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB MADHUSUDHANAN M is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

134 CCN/IMA/134 NB SUB MADHUSUDHANAN M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB V SANTHOSH KUMAR is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

135 CCN/IMA/135 NB SUB V SANTHOSH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB CHACKO V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

136 CCN/IMA/136 NB SUB CHACKO V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB K AJITH is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

137 CCN/IMA/137 NB SUB K AJITH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB GEORGE MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

138 CCN/IMA/138 NB SUB GEORGE MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Chandran Pillai B is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

139 CCN/IMA/139 NB SUB Chandran Pillai B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Jothilal Moorthy is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

140 CCN/IMA/140 NB SUB Jothilal Moorthy 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB TA Vipin Nair PP is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

141 CCN/IMA/141 NB SUB TA Vipin Nair PP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB/SUB NASAR M V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

142 CCN/IMA/142 NB/SUB NASAR M V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB/SUB ROY MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

143 CCN/IMA/143 NB/SUB ROY MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB/SUB SUMESH S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

144 CCN/IMA/144 NB/SUB SUMESH S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB/SUB DHANISH I V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

145 CCN/IMA/145 NB/SUB DHANISH I V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB/SUB/SKT AJITHA KUMAR. J is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

146 CCN/IMA/146 NB/SUB/SKT AJITHA KUMAR. J 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. RIS Ramachandran UP is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

147 CCN/IMA/147 RIS Ramachandran UP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. RIS SANTHOSH J is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

148 CCN/IMA/148 RIS SANTHOSH J 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. RIS AJITH KUMAR PS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

149 CCN/IMA/149 RIS AJITH KUMAR PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Ris Manoj Kumar is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

150 CCN/IMA/150 Ris Manoj Kumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. RIS(H/LT) VINOD K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

151 CCN/IMA/151 RIS(H/LT) VINOD K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. RIS/ VS SAJEEV is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

152 CCN/IMA/152 RIS/ VS SAJEEV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SB MAJ MOHANKUMAR K B is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

153 CCN/IMA/153 SB MAJ MOHANKUMAR K B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SCPO SATHEESH.K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

154 CCN/IMA/154 SCPO SATHEESH.K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SONY SUB MAJ PRASANNAN K S is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

155 CCN/IMA/155 SONY SUB MAJ PRASANNAN K S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Abraham N P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

156 CCN/IMA/156 Sub Abraham N P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub George is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

157 CCN/IMA/157 Sub George 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Madhu Sudhanan Nair is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

158 CCN/IMA/158 Sub Madhu Sudhanan Nair 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHIJIMON KV is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

159 CCN/IMA/159 SUB SHIJIMON KV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KOSHY P R is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

160 CCN/IMA/160 SUB KOSHY P R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

20.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Nazeer P.M is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

161 CCN/IMA/161 Sub Nazeer P.M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SASI KUMAR CP is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

162 CCN/IMA/162 SUB SASI KUMAR CP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH S is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

163 CCN/IMA/163 SUB SURESH S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SIVADAS M B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

164 CCN/IMA/164 SUB SIVADAS M B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH KUMAR KP is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

165 CCN/IMA/165 SUB SURESH KUMAR KP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB PS GLADWIN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

166 CCN/IMA/166 SUB PS GLADWIN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Biju KB is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

167 CCN/IMA/167 Sub Biju KB 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BENOY MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

168 CCN/IMA/168 SUB BENOY MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Das PM is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

169 CCN/IMA/169 SUB Das PM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Salimkumar M.K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

170 CCN/IMA/170 SUB Salimkumar M.K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB David P is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

171 CCN/IMA/171 SUB David P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MANOJ P V is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

172 CCN/IMA/172 SUB MANOJ P V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Satheesan N is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

173 CCN/IMA/173 Sub Satheesan N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Prabhakaran PV is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

174 CCN/IMA/174 Sub Prabhakaran PV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Mathew JM is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

175 CCN/IMA/175 SUB Mathew JM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Benny K P is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

176 CCN/IMA/176 Sub Benny K P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JESSELLO KJ is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

177 CCN/IMA/177 SUB JESSELLO KJ 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JOSEPH BIJU CT is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

178 CCN/IMA/178 SUB JOSEPH BIJU CT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Suresh Kumar VP is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

179 CCN/IMA/179 Sub Suresh Kumar VP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Santhosh kumar K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

180 CCN/IMA/180 Sub Santhosh kumar K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Maj Balachandran MP is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

181 CCN/IMA/181 SUB Maj Balachandran MP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Sunilkumar is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

182 CCN/IMA/182 Sub Sunilkumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Johnson George is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

183 CCN/IMA/183 Nb Sub Johnson George 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Prakasan ER is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

184 CCN/IMA/184 SUB Prakasan ER 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Unnikrishnan PK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

185 CCN/IMA/185 SUB Unnikrishnan PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Joby MV is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

186 CCN/IMA/186 SUB Joby MV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Raveendran AK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

187 CCN/IMA/187 SUB Raveendran AK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Rajeev CV is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

188 CCN/IMA/188 SUB Rajeev CV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Sri Prasad C is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

189 CCN/IMA/189 SUB Sri Prasad C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Sub Suresh Babu KS is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

190 CCN/IMA/190 SUB Sub Suresh Babu KS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Dayanandan. M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

191 CCN/IMA/191 SUB Dayanandan. M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub (Hony Capt) VV Madan Mohan is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

192 CCN/IMA/192 Sub (Hony Capt) VV Madan Mohan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Joppy KA is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

193 CCN/IMA/193 SUB Joppy KA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Shaju VM is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

194 CCN/IMA/194 SUB Shaju VM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Rajeev K.T is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

195 CCN/IMA/195 SUB Rajeev K.T 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Suresh PP is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

196 CCN/IMA/196 Sub Suresh PP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

197 CCN/IMA/197 SUB RAJESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB TOJY THOMAS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

198 CCN/IMA/198 SUB TOJY THOMAS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BHASIMON B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

199 CCN/IMA/199 SUB BHASIMON B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHAJI VARGHESE is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

200 CCN/IMA/200 SUB SHAJI VARGHESE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

23.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB GOPAKUMAR SUNDER KT is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

201 CCN/IMA/201 SUB GOPAKUMAR SUNDER KT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB R PRATHAP KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

202 CCN/IMA/202 SUB R PRATHAP KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ SEBASTIAN JOSEPH is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

203 CCN/IMA/203 SUB MAJ SEBASTIAN JOSEPH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KP MADHU is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

204 CCN/IMA/204 SUB KP MADHU 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB OMANAKUTTAN NAIR N is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

205 CCN/IMA/205 SUB OMANAKUTTAN NAIR N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB S SUBHASH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

206 CCN/IMA/206 SUB S SUBHASH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ANIL KUMAR A.G is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

207 CCN/IMA/207 SUB ANIL KUMAR A.G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ARAVINDAKSHAN PILLAI K is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

208 CCN/IMA/208 SUB ARAVINDAKSHAN PILLAI K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Sasi K is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

209 CCN/IMA/209 SUB Sasi K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MV CHERIYAN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

210 CCN/IMA/210 SUB MV CHERIYAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MANOJ KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

211 CCN/IMA/211 SUB MANOJ KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ MS SANTHOSH KUMAR is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

212 CCN/IMA/212 SUB MAJ MS SANTHOSH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB GOPAKUMAR C is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

213 CCN/IMA/213 SUB GOPAKUMAR C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ SAJAYAN B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

214 CCN/IMA/214 SUB MAJ SAJAYAN B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SAJITH KUMAR V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

215 CCN/IMA/215 SUB SAJITH KUMAR V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BINUKUMAR S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

216 CCN/IMA/216 SUB BINUKUMAR S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VINOD KUMAR PM is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

217 CCN/IMA/217 SUB VINOD KUMAR PM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHAN KUMAR B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

218 CCN/IMA/218 SUB MOHAN KUMAR B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHANAN PK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

219 CCN/IMA/219 SUB MOHANAN PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KR RAMESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

220 CCN/IMA/220 SUB KR RAMESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHAJI THOMAS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

221 CCN/IMA/221 SUB SHAJI THOMAS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SUNILKUMAR VC is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

222 CCN/IMA/222 SUB SUNILKUMAR VC 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JAYAPRAKASH CP is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

223 CCN/IMA/223 SUB JAYAPRAKASH CP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB T SUNILKUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

224 CCN/IMA/224 SUB T SUNILKUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SOJAN PHILIP is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

225 CCN/IMA/225 SUB SOJAN PHILIP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SASIKUMAR KB is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

226 CCN/IMA/226 SUB SASIKUMAR KB 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAGHUNADHAN N is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

227 CCN/IMA/227 SUB RAGHUNADHAN N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JAYAPRAKASH S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

228 CCN/IMA/228 SUB JAYAPRAKASH S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ABRAHAM MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

229 CCN/IMA/229 SUB ABRAHAM MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAVEENDRAN NAIR V is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

230 CCN/IMA/230 SUB RAVEENDRAN NAIR V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB UNNIKRISHNAN B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

231 CCN/IMA/231 SUB UNNIKRISHNAN B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SATHEESAN S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

232 CCN/IMA/232 SUB SATHEESAN S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SANTHOSH CJ is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

233 CCN/IMA/233 SUB SANTHOSH CJ 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MADHUKUMAR B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

234 CCN/IMA/234 SUB MADHUKUMAR B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VIJAYAN B is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

235 CCN/IMA/235 SUB VIJAYAN B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB UNNIKRISHNAN NAIR M is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

236 CCN/IMA/236 SUB UNNIKRISHNAN NAIR M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SANAL R is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

237 CCN/IMA/237 SUB SANAL R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SALIM KA is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

238 CCN/IMA/238 SUB SALIM KA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MURALEEDHARAN VK is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

239 CCN/IMA/239 SUB MURALEEDHARAN VK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB UDHAYAKUMAR KV is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

240 CCN/IMA/240 SUB UDHAYAKUMAR KV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

24.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJU PT is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

241 CCN/IMA/241 SUB RAJU PT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH BABU R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

242 CCN/IMA/242 SUB SURESH BABU R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB THULASIDHARAN NAIR R is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

243 CCN/IMA/243 SUB THULASIDHARAN NAIR R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DINESH KUMAR B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

244 CCN/IMA/244 SUB DINESH KUMAR B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

245 CCN/IMA/245 SUB RAJESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB V SURESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

246 CCN/IMA/246 SUB V SURESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub PRASANTH S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

247 CCN/IMA/247 Sub PRASANTH S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHANDAS V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

248 CCN/IMA/248 SUB MOHANDAS V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Ramakrishnan P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

249 CCN/IMA/249 Sub Ramakrishnan P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Muraleedharan P is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

250 CCN/IMA/250 SUB Muraleedharan P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RADHAKRISHNAN A is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

251 CCN/IMA/251 SUB RADHAKRISHNAN A 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BIJUKUMAR G is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

252 CCN/IMA/252 SUB BIJUKUMAR G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VN SUNIL is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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253 CCN/IMA/253 SUB VN SUNIL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAMESH KUMAR C is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

254 CCN/IMA/254 SUB RAMESH KUMAR C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB UNNIKRISHNAN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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255 CCN/IMA/255 SUB UNNIKRISHNAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB PRASAD R is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

256 CCN/IMA/256 SUB PRASAD R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB LIJO A JOSEPH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

257 CCN/IMA/257 SUB LIJO A JOSEPH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB NIBU N A is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

258 CCN/IMA/258 SUB NIBU N A 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Prasad PN is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

259 CCN/IMA/259 Sub Prasad PN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SAJAN P OOMMEN is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

260 CCN/IMA/260 SUB SAJAN P OOMMEN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Shaji T N is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

261 CCN/IMA/261 Sub Shaji T N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Shyam Ananad is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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262 CCN/IMA/262 Sub Shyam Ananad 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Unni Krishnan V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

263 CCN/IMA/263 SUB Unni Krishnan V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Baiju KR is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

264 CCN/IMA/264 SUB Baiju KR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub RAJAN C is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

265 CCN/IMA/265 Sub RAJAN C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BYJULAL.K.S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

266 CCN/IMA/266 SUB BYJULAL.K.S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHAJI D is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

267 CCN/IMA/267 SUB SHAJI D 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VENUGOPAL PS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

268 CCN/IMA/268 SUB VENUGOPAL PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Mahesh MS is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

269 CCN/IMA/269 Sub Mahesh MS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Sasikumar NK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

270 CCN/IMA/270 Sub Sasikumar NK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB  RAJENDRAN PILLAI D is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

271 CCN/IMA/271 SUB  RAJENDRAN PILLAI D 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB  SUGITH KUMAR RS is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

272 CCN/IMA/272 SUB  SUGITH KUMAR RS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub CLK SALI K S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

273 CCN/IMA/273 Sub CLK SALI K S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ JAYAPRAKASH V P is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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274 CCN/IMA/274 SUB MAJ JAYAPRAKASH V P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ V S RAVEENDRAN is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Johnson is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ P D Xavier is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub MAJ Muraleedharan K is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Joogin MS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Jayaprakasan KK KK is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

280 CCN/IMA/280 SUB MAJ Jayaprakasan KK KK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

25.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Saseendran MK is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

281 CCN/IMA/281 SUB MAJ Saseendran MK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Shabu K.C is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

282 CCN/IMA/282 SUB MAJ Shabu K.C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Ravi N is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

283 CCN/IMA/283 SUB MAJ Ravi N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ ANILKUMAR V is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

284 CCN/IMA/284 SUB MAJ ANILKUMAR V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ SREEKUMAR NC is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

285 CCN/IMA/285 SUB MAJ SREEKUMAR NC 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ RAJU MICHAEL is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

286 CCN/IMA/286 SUB MAJ RAJU MICHAEL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ THOMAS KUTTY VP is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

287 CCN/IMA/287 SUB MAJ THOMAS KUTTY VP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ SANTHAKUMARAN S is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

288 CCN/IMA/288 SUB MAJ SANTHAKUMARAN S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ RATHEESH KUMAR N is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

289 CCN/IMA/289 SUB MAJ RATHEESH KUMAR N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ CHATTERGY MP is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

290 CCN/IMA/290 SUB MAJ CHATTERGY MP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ ANILKUMAR PK is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

291 CCN/IMA/291 SUB MAJ ANILKUMAR PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ RAJKUMAR NK is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

292 CCN/IMA/292 SUB MAJ RAJKUMAR NK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Pradeep S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

293 CCN/IMA/293 SUB MAJ Pradeep S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ LEYAKATH ALI is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

294 CCN/IMA/294 SUB MAJ LEYAKATH ALI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Kanakan K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

295 CCN/IMA/295 SUB MAJ Kanakan K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ UNNIKRISHNAN C is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

296 CCN/IMA/296 SUB MAJ UNNIKRISHNAN C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ RADHAKRISHNAN S is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

297 CCN/IMA/297 SUB MAJ RADHAKRISHNAN S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB OPR DEVARAJAN K. K. is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

298 CCN/IMA/298 SUB OPR DEVARAJAN K. K. 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SKT Rajagopalan P is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

299 CCN/IMA/299 SUB SKT Rajagopalan P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub/Clk Sabu Thomas is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

300 CCN/IMA/300 Sub/Clk Sabu Thomas 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB/SKT PAI KISHOR VAIDYARAJ is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

301 CCN/IMA/301 SUB/SKT PAI KISHOR VAIDYARAJ 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJEEV P is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

302 CCN/IMA/302 SUB RAJEEV P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar KA Mathew is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

303 CCN/IMA/303 Subedar KA Mathew 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR GOKULAKRISHNAN P is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

304 CCN/IMA/304 SUBEDAR GOKULAKRISHNAN P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Kuriakose K V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

305 CCN/IMA/305 Subedar Kuriakose K V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR REJI M MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

306 CCN/IMA/306 SUBEDAR REJI M MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar V Santhosh Rajan is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

307 CCN/IMA/307 Subedar V Santhosh Rajan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Clerk (SD) VA Paul is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

308 CCN/IMA/308 Subedar Clerk (SD) VA Paul 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar John KV is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

309 CCN/IMA/309 Subedar John KV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR SEBASTIAN E O is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

310 CCN/IMA/310 SUBEDAR SEBASTIAN E O 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Poulose PO is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

311 CCN/IMA/311 Subedar Poulose PO 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR T MANIKANDAN is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

312 CCN/IMA/312 SUBEDAR T MANIKANDAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR RAMADASAN SM is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

313 CCN/IMA/313 SUBEDAR RAMADASAN SM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR SURESH K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

314 CCN/IMA/314 SUBEDAR SURESH K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR KOSHY P S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

315 CCN/IMA/315 SUBEDAR KOSHY P S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR LALKUMAR PS is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

316 CCN/IMA/316 SUBEDAR LALKUMAR PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR VINDD KUMAR KK is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

317 CCN/IMA/317 SUBEDAR VINDD KUMAR KK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR SATHEESH KUMAR B is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

318 CCN/IMA/318 SUBEDAR SATHEESH KUMAR B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR CLK UNNIKRISHNAN K N is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

319 CCN/IMA/319 SUBEDAR CLK UNNIKRISHNAN K N 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR CLK SADASIVAN K is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

320 CCN/IMA/320 SUBEDAR CLK SADASIVAN K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

26.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar(AIG) Pradeep Kumar A is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

321 CCN/IMA/321 Subedar(AIG) Pradeep Kumar A 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JUNIOR WO Sudheesh Somanathan is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

322 CCN/IMA/322 JUNIOR WO Sudheesh Somanathan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. WO Lonappan U.J. is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

323 CCN/IMA/323 WO Lonappan U.J. 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. WO Sajan SP is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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324 CCN/IMA/324 WO Sajan SP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. WO Joson Kundukulangara Antony is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 
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325 CCN/IMA/325 WO Joson Kundukulangara Antony 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. WO VINOD BALAKRISHNA KAMMATH is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

326 CCN/IMA/326 WO VINOD BALAKRISHNA KAMMATH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. WO Ravi T is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for an 
interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

327 CCN/IMA/327 WO Ravi T 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony Sub Maj Anu K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

328 CCN/IMA/328 Hony Sub Maj Anu K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms.  is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for an interview 
for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau 
of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject 
to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

329 CCN/IMA/329  

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO  Sherin BAS MA is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

330 CCN/IMA/330 CPO  Sherin BAS MA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB HARISON GEORGE is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

331 CCN/IMA/331 SUB HARISON GEORGE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CH Mech (AL) Anees A Backer is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

332 CCN/IMA/332 CH Mech (AL) Anees A Backer 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CH MECHNAIR   DURGESH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

333 CCN/IMA/333 CH MECHNAIR   DURGESH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHELA SAJESHKUMAR P S is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

334 CCN/IMA/334 CHELA SAJESHKUMAR P S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHM ANILKUMAR V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

335 CCN/IMA/335 CHM ANILKUMAR V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCEAAR-II DEEPU RAJ D is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

336 CCN/IMA/336 MCEAAR-II DEEPU RAJ D 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SPO VIJAY KUMAR V is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

337 CCN/IMA/337 SPO VIJAY KUMAR V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SPO SIBI NT is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

338 CCN/IMA/338 SPO SIBI NT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Binu M Koshy is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

339 CCN/IMA/339 Subedar Binu M Koshy 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPOAF RAMA SHANKER SINGH is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

340 CCN/IMA/340 CPOAF RAMA SHANKER SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO(RP) Santosh Kumar Pandey is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

341 CCN/IMA/341 CPO(RP) Santosh Kumar Pandey 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Abraham T G is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

342 CCN/IMA/342 Sub Maj Abraham T G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JUNIOR WARRANT OFFICER JAYESH KUMAR G PILLAI is 
hereby informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post 
of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on 
contractual basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement 
of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

343 CCN/IMA/343 JUNIOR WARRANT OFFICER JAYESH KUMAR G 
PILLAI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hav, Satheesh Chandran PR is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

344 CCN/IMA/344 Hav, Satheesh Chandran PR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Venugopal PS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

345 CCN/IMA/345 Sub Venugopal PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj/Hony Capt Mohanakrishnan Nair PR is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

346 CCN/IMA/346 Sub Maj/Hony Capt Mohanakrishnan Nair PR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Samuel Cherian is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

347 CCN/IMA/347 Sub Samuel Cherian 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Thomas KP is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

348 CCN/IMA/348 Sub Thomas KP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Mathew Sebastian is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

349 CCN/IMA/349 Sub Mathew Sebastian 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Suresh Kumar C is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

350 CCN/IMA/350 Sub Suresh Kumar C 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Unnikrishnan KN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

351 CCN/IMA/351 Sub Unnikrishnan KN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Venugopalan MP is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

352 CCN/IMA/352 Sub Venugopalan MP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub S Sudhakaran is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

353 CCN/IMA/353 Sub S Sudhakaran 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Joy Thomas K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

354 CCN/IMA/354 Sub Joy Thomas K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Simon Varghese is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

355 CCN/IMA/355 Sub Simon Varghese 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Muraleedharan M is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

356 CCN/IMA/356 Sub Muraleedharan M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Raghu Kumar P is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

357 CCN/IMA/357 Sub Maj Raghu Kumar P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Mahesh VK is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

358 CCN/IMA/358 Sub Mahesh VK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Chandra Sekharan MP is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

359 CCN/IMA/359 Sub Chandra Sekharan MP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Damodaran Unni is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

360 CCN/IMA/360 Sub Damodaran Unni 

Date of interview / post Venue 

27.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj Sudhakaran PS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

361 CCN/IMA/361 Sub Maj Sudhakaran PS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub V N Sunil is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

362 CCN/IMA/362 Sub V N Sunil 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Balachandran R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

363 CCN/IMA/363 Sub Balachandran R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Santhosh Kumar PG is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

364 CCN/IMA/364 Sub Santhosh Kumar PG 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub/Hony Lt K Biju is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

365 CCN/IMA/365 Sub/Hony Lt K Biju 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Madhu R is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

366 CCN/IMA/366 Sub Madhu R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub MS Biju Kumar is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

367 CCN/IMA/367 Sub MS Biju Kumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub VV Suresh Kumar is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

368 CCN/IMA/368 Sub VV Suresh Kumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Hari Kumar B is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

369 CCN/IMA/369 Nb Sub Hari Kumar B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Santhosh Kumar S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

370 CCN/IMA/370 Sub Santhosh Kumar S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Jaya Kumar R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

371 CCN/IMA/371 Sub Jaya Kumar R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Saji Kumar is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

372 CCN/IMA/372 Nb Sub Saji Kumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub (SKT) Arun Raj PV is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

373 CCN/IMA/373 Nb Sub (SKT) Arun Raj PV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHMECH (P) P K SUNOJ is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

374 CCN/IMA/374 CHMECH (P) P K SUNOJ 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (CLK) & HONY CAPT SAIREMESH KV is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

375 CCN/IMA/375 SUB (CLK) & HONY CAPT SAIREMESH KV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR   BAIJU KONNAMKUZHI is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

376 CCN/IMA/376 SUBEDAR   BAIJU KONNAMKUZHI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Jayaprakash NK is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

377 CCN/IMA/377 Nb Sub Jayaprakash NK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JUNIOR WARRANT OFFICER PRASEEN 
POOCHANKUNNATH is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for 
appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of 
Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to 
the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

378 CCN/IMA/378 JUNIOR WARRANT OFFICER PRASEEN 
POOCHANKUNNATH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Sunil Kumar T is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

379 CCN/IMA/379 Nb Sub Sunil Kumar T 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Sathishan PK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

380 CCN/IMA/380 Subedar Sathishan PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB VIJAYA KUMAR E is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

381 CCN/IMA/381 NB SUB VIJAYA KUMAR E 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Naib Subedar Balakrishnan K is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

382 CCN/IMA/382 Naib Subedar Balakrishnan K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Rajeev PN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

383 CCN/IMA/383 Subedar Rajeev PN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB CHANDRASEKHARAN M P is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

384 CCN/IMA/384 SUB CHANDRASEKHARAN M P 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO DILEEPKUMAR NARAYANAN NAIR is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

385 CCN/IMA/385 JWO DILEEPKUMAR NARAYANAN NAIR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb/Sub Raghunathan K R is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

386 CCN/IMA/386 Nb/Sub Raghunathan K R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR (PA) SANTHOSH KUMAR PK is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

387 CCN/IMA/387 SUBEDAR (PA) SANTHOSH KUMAR PK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb/Sub Satish Chandran is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

388 CCN/IMA/388 Nb/Sub Satish Chandran 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb/Sub. Shaji T K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

389 CCN/IMA/389 Nb/Sub. Shaji T K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony Sub Maj VR Sreekumar is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

390 CCN/IMA/390 Hony Sub Maj VR Sreekumar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

30.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj( HONY CAPT) VIJAYAPRATHAPAN V is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

391 CCN/IMA/391 Sub Maj( HONY CAPT) VIJAYAPRATHAPAN V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB(HONY CAPT) ANILKUMAR A is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

392 CCN/IMA/392 SUB(HONY CAPT) ANILKUMAR A 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BALACHANDRAKAIMAL K R is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

393 CCN/IMA/393 SUB BALACHANDRAKAIMAL K R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB & HONY CAPT SEBASTIAN JOSEPH is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

394 CCN/IMA/394 SUB & HONY CAPT SEBASTIAN JOSEPH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony/Sub Major SUNIL K R is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

395 CCN/IMA/395 Hony/Sub Major SUNIL K R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub  Babu TL is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

396 CCN/IMA/396 Sub  Babu TL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HON SM) RAJENDRAN ER is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

397 CCN/IMA/397 SUB (HON SM) RAJENDRAN ER 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub [Hon Sub Maj] Reji K Eappen is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

398 CCN/IMA/398 Sub [Hon Sub Maj] Reji K Eappen 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub [Hony Capt]  HARIDAS KS is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

399 CCN/IMA/399 Sub [Hony Capt]  HARIDAS KS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO DEEPAK MURLI is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

400 CCN/IMA/400 JWO DEEPAK MURLI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO ARUN GEORGE is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

401 CCN/IMA/401 JWO ARUN GEORGE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Madhu K is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

402 CCN/IMA/402 Sub Madhu K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Sajo Jose is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

403 CCN/IMA/403 Subedar Sajo Jose 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub AJITH KUMAR S is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

404 CCN/IMA/404 Nb Sub AJITH KUMAR S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MWO(HFO) Vijayakumar S is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

405 CCN/IMA/405 MWO(HFO) Vijayakumar S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Manoj Scaria is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

406 CCN/IMA/406 Subedar Manoj Scaria 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Naib Subedar Praveen T Parameswaran is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

407 CCN/IMA/407 Naib Subedar Praveen T Parameswaran 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO Joji Mathew is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

408 CCN/IMA/408 JWO Joji Mathew 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj (Clerk/SD) & Hony Capt Ravindran V is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

409 CCN/IMA/409 Sub Maj (Clerk/SD) & Hony Capt Ravindran V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHEAAR JOBIN K JOSEPH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

410 CCN/IMA/410 CHEAAR JOBIN K JOSEPH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY CAPT) Santhosh Kumar B is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

411 CCN/IMA/411 SUB (HONY CAPT) Santhosh Kumar B 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB(MT) SUDHEER S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

412 CCN/IMA/412 SUB(MT) SUDHEER S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB/MAJ (H/CAPT)  PADMA KUMAR E G is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

413 CCN/IMA/413 SUB/MAJ (H/CAPT)  PADMA KUMAR E G 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Renjit Sebastian is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

414 CCN/IMA/414 Subedar Renjit Sebastian 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. (Ris Maj Hony Capt) Vinod P R is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

415 CCN/IMA/415 (Ris Maj Hony Capt) Vinod P R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub(AIG) Kurian T Ipe is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

416 CCN/IMA/416 Sub(AIG) Kurian T Ipe 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar/Hony Subedar Major SHAJI KD is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

417 CCN/IMA/417 Subedar/Hony Subedar Major SHAJI KD 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Krishna Kumar M is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

418 CCN/IMA/418 Subedar Krishna Kumar M 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MCEA(P) II KIRAN R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

419 CCN/IMA/419 MCEA(P) II KIRAN R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DASAPPAN P T is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

420 CCN/IMA/420 SUB DASAPPAN P T 

Date of interview / post Venue 

31.05.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (Hony Capt) Mathewkutty Varghese is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

421 CCN/IMA/421 SUB (Hony Capt) Mathewkutty Varghese 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO ANOOP VARMA S is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

422 CCN/IMA/422 JWO ANOOP VARMA S 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR N N SAJEEVAN is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

423 CCN/IMA/423 SUBEDAR N N SAJEEVAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR (CLK) VIKRAMAN O K is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

424 CCN/IMA/424 SUBEDAR (CLK) VIKRAMAN O K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JOHNICHAN C.K is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

425 CCN/IMA/425 SUB JOHNICHAN C.K 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB REJIMON K.P. is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

426 CCN/IMA/426 SUB REJIMON K.P. 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Naib Subedar Antony Thomas is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

427 CCN/IMA/427 Naib Subedar Antony Thomas 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO MATHEW KC is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

428 CCN/IMA/428 JWO MATHEW KC 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHAN T.S. is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

429 CCN/IMA/429 SUB MOHAN T.S. 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub [Hony Capt] BINO MD is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

430 CCN/IMA/430 Sub [Hony Capt] BINO MD 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Varghese PX is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

431 CCN/IMA/431 Subedar Varghese PX 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Sunil Kumar R is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

432 CCN/IMA/432 Subedar Sunil Kumar R 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
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photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Varghese Job is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

433 CCN/IMA/433 Subedar Varghese Job 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB M Vijayan is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

434 CCN/IMA/434 SUB M Vijayan 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB  ASHOK KUMAR KV is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

435 CCN/IMA/435 SUB  ASHOK KUMAR KV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Sajeev Kumar TP is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

436 CCN/IMA/436 Subedar Sajeev Kumar TP 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Subedar Siju Varghese is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

437 CCN/IMA/437 Subedar Siju Varghese 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO COM (TEL) BOBY XAVIER is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

438 CCN/IMA/438 CPO COM (TEL) BOBY XAVIER 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO PT ANIL KUMAR M V is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

439 CCN/IMA/439 CPO PT ANIL KUMAR M V 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUBEDAR SABU JOSEPH is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

440 CCN/IMA/440 SUBEDAR SABU JOSEPH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHAAW ROY VARGHESE is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

441 CCN/IMA/441 CHAAW ROY VARGHESE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO SIGI MATHEW is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

442 CCN/IMA/442 JWO SIGI MATHEW 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH KUMAR DAS is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

443 CCN/IMA/443 SUB SURESH KUMAR DAS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony Sub Maj Salim KA is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

444 CCN/IMA/444 Hony Sub Maj Salim KA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB HONY CAPT. SUNNY P VARGHESE is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

445 CCN/IMA/445 SUB HONY CAPT. SUNNY P VARGHESE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO MATHEW KV is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

446 CCN/IMA/446 JWO MATHEW KV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-421 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 9.5.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. WO JIJI VS is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for an 
interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

447 CCN/IMA/447 WO JIJI VS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

01.06.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

CIAL ACADEMY, Cochin International Airport Ltd, 
Nedumbassery, Cochin-683111. 

 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 
 


